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Summary 

Full-waveform inversion (FWI) has increasingly become 

standard practice in the industry to resolve complex 

velocities. However, the current FWI research still exhibits 

a diverging scene, with various flavors of FWI targeting 

different aspects of the problem. Outstanding challenges 

currently faced by FWI include severe cycle-skipping and 

amplitude-mismatch situations, such as in salt updates, and 

limited acquisition cases where mainly reflection arrivals are 

present. Recent advances in FWI to update salt show that 

with the proper handling of cycle-skipping issues and 

amplitude effects, FWI can realize its potential of correcting 

large, complex velocity errors, given adequate data. In this 

work, we present an FWI scheme based on the quadratic 

Wasserstein metric, with adaptive normalization and integral 

wavefield. We show that this scheme has better convexity 

than traditional metrics, and therefore can mitigate cycle-

skipping issues, while also being insensitive to amplitude 

effects. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach 

with a streamer data set in an area of complex salt geometry. 

In addition, we show that this approach can also work 

naturally on reflection data, without the extra procedure of 

scale separation by either decomposition or demigration. 

With these learnings, we believe that the fundamentals of 

FWI research are starting to converge.  

Introduction 

Full-waveform inversion (FWI), initially proposed more 

than three decades ago (Tarantola, 1984), aims to resolve 

complex subsurface velocities using the full waveform 

information of seismic data. By iteratively updating the 

subsurface model in a way that minimizes the difference 

between synthetic and recorded seismic data, FWI has the 

potential to produce accurate and high-resolution velocity 

models. Throughout the last decade, the FWI community has 

witnessed a surge in both research activities and successful 

applications of FWI on industry-scale projects. Thanks to 

these advances, FWI has now been established as the method 

of choice for challenging model building tasks. 

However, today’s FWI research still exhibits a diverging 

scene, with various flavors of FWI co-existing, each usually 

targeting specific aspects of the overall problem. This is 

understandable considering that FWI is a highly ill-posed 

and non-linear process, with various difficulties intertwined 

together. Here we would like to point out several challenges 

that we think are most fundamental to FWI. One is the well-

known cycle-skipping issue, which often traps the FWI 

update in local minima. The other is amplitude effects, 

which is often due to noise and wave modes in real data that 

cannot be modeled by the FWI wave-propagation engine. In 

addition, limited acquisition with insufficient offset range 

and angle coverage also poses a great challenge to FWI in 

general, making it a highly under-determined problem. 

Salt update, one of the most difficult situations for FWI, can 

be considered the “poster boy” for cycle-skipping and 

amplitude-mismatch issues. Salt misinterpretation often 

causes large velocity errors that, in turn, result in severe 

cycle-skipping. And due to the strong contrast of salt 

boundaries, the amplitudes of salt events are often difficult 

to model correctly. Conventional FWI based on the least-

squares (𝐿2) metric is known to be prone to both issues, as it 

tries to measure the misfit based on a pointwise amplitude 

difference. Recently, different approaches that aim to mainly 

capture the traveltime difference for inversion have shown 

considerable success (Warner and Guasch, 2014; Jiao et al., 

2015; Zhang et al., 2018). The logic behind these methods is 

often to use a cost function that downplays the amplitude 

effects and mitigates cycle-skipping issues via either better 

utilization of low frequency or improved convexity. Given 

adequate data such as ocean bottom node (OBN), which has 

good low frequency signal and long offset range, these 

methods can generalize their success. 

Even with a proper traveltime-based cost function, FWI can 

still be difficult when the acquisition is limited. FWI usually 

works well with diving waves, which provide good 

illumination and angle coverage within their penetration 

depth. However, not all acquisitions have the luxury of long 

offsets that OBN acquisition does. Oftentimes for streamer 

acquisition, we need to rely on reflection energies for deep 

velocity updating. To properly utilize the reflection energy 

for FWI, a scale separation procedure by either 

decomposition (Gomes and Chazalnoel, 2017) or 

demigration (Wang et al., 2018) is usually employed to 

separate the tomographic term from the migration term of 

the gradient. The tomographic term of the gradient, which 

represents kinematic information, is relevant to velocity 

errors and therefore kept for velocity updating. Recent 

progress in reflection FWI (RFWI) has demonstrated its 

effectiveness in improving image focusing and gather 

flatness. Nonetheless, the problem remains under-

determined and the so-called “depth-velocity ambiguity” 

persists. 

Optimal transport was first introduced to the geophysics 

community by Engquist et al. (2016) and has attracted 

considerable attention for its potential in FWI applications. 

The measure used in optimal transport, the Wasserstein 

distance, aims to find a transport map that matches two mass 

densities in a cost-efficient way. The fact that the 

Wasserstein distance encodes both the traveltime and 

amplitude information makes it a desirable candidate for 

replacing the 𝐿2 metric in FWI. As shown by Engquist et al. 
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(2016), the Wasserstein distance has superior mathematical 

properties, including good convexity and insensitivity to 

amplitude distortions, which are well-suited for tackling the 

fundamental challenges FWI faces. Currently, there are 

mainly two different formulations of the FWI problem with 

optimal transport, one based on the 2-Wasserstein (𝑊2 ) 

metric (Yang et al., 2018) and the other based on the 1-

Wasserstein (𝑊1) metric approximated by the Kantorovich-

Rubinstein norm (Métivier et al., 2016). For both 

formulations, numerical simulations have illustrated that 

optimal transport can effectively mitigate cycle-skipping 

issues. However, successful applications of Wasserstein 

metric-based FWI on real industry data is still limited 

(Poncet et al., 2018; Ramos-Martínez et al., 2018), 

especially for salt velocity updating. 

Here, we propose an adaptive quadratic Wasserstein (𝑊2) 

metric to further advance the effectiveness of optimal 

transport FWI. To properly apply the 𝑊2 metric on seismic 

data, both the synthetic and real data need to be normalized 

to satisfy the positivity and mass-conservation requirements. 

The normalization scheme plays a critical role for the 

success of the algorithm and is where our innovation lies. In 

the following sections we will describe the details of this 

method and demonstrate its effectiveness with synthetic and 

field data examples. 

Method 

First we lay out the ground theory of FWI based on the 

quadratic Wasserstein metric. In this study, we computed the 

𝑊2 distance trace-by-trace for simplicity (We note that all 

the derivation below can be readily extended to multi-

dimensions). Taking the synthetic data 𝑓 and real data 𝑔 as 

two density distributions defined on the same domain, we 

can compute the 𝑊2  distance between these two 

distributions: 

𝑊2(𝑓, 𝑔) = ∫|𝑡 − 𝐺−1(𝐹(𝑡))|
2
𝑓(𝑡)𝑑𝑡

𝑇

0

,                  (1) 

where 𝐹(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑓(𝑠)𝑑𝑠
𝑡

0
, 𝐺(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑔(𝑠)𝑑𝑠

𝑡

0
. It can also be 

expressed in matrix form: 

𝑊2(𝑓, 𝑔) = (𝑡 − 𝐺−1(𝐹(𝑡)))𝑇𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝑓)(𝑡 − 𝐺−1(𝐹(𝑡))).    (2) 

In order to apply the 𝑊2  cost function within the FWI 

framework, we also need to compute its Fréchet derivative 

with respect to the synthetic data 𝑓, i.e., the adjoint source. 

The adjoint source can be computed according to: 

𝛻𝑊2 = [−2𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔 (
𝑑𝐺−1(𝑦)

𝑑𝑦
|𝐹(𝑡)) 𝑈𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝑓) 

                +𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔 (𝑡 − 𝐺−1(𝐹(𝑡)))] (𝑡 − 𝐺−1(𝐹(𝑡))),                  (3) 

where (
𝑑𝐺−1(𝑦)

𝑑𝑦
|𝐹(𝑡)) =

1

𝑔(𝐺−1(𝐹(𝑡)))
 and 𝑈  is the upper 

triangle matrix. Once we obtain the adjoint source, we can  

 

Figure 1: (a) synthetic signal 𝑓 and observed signal 𝑔. Comparison 

of cost functions vs. time shift of 𝐿2 metric with 𝑊2 metric for (b) 

different normalization constant 𝑐  and (c) integral wavefield and 

adaptive normalization.   

back-propagate it to compute the gradient according to the 

adjoint-state method.  

For the 𝑊2  metric FWI to work properly, the density 

distributions 𝑓  and 𝑔  need to satisfy two conditions: 

positivity and mass conservation. Both 𝑓 and 𝑔 have to be 

non-negative everywhere and their total masses must equal 

each other. Seismic data intrinsically has both positive and 

negative parts and there is no guarantee that the total masses 

of synthetic and real data will be equal. Therefore, 

normalization on data is necessary before applying the 𝑊2 

metric. Various normalization schemes have been discussed 

in literature (Qiu et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2018), each having 

its pros and cons. In this study we chose to use linear 

normalization. Experience from tests convinced us that 

linear normalization, although appearing to be the simplest, 

is most reliable when dealing with real data. The drawback 

from linear normalization is that it by nature weakens the 

convexity of the 𝑊2  cost function. To mitigate this, we 

applied the following transformation to the seismic data 

before linear normalization: 

          𝑓(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑓(𝑠)𝑑𝑠
𝑡

0
− ∫ 𝑔(𝑠)𝑑𝑠

𝑡

0
,   �̃�(𝑡) = 0.                 (4)  

We then applied linear normalization to the transformed 

traces 𝑓 and �̃�: 

                   �̂� ≡
𝑓 + 𝑐

< 𝑓 + 𝑐 >
,    𝑔 ≡

�̃� + 𝑐

< �̃� + 𝑐 >
    ,                        (5) 

where 𝑐  is a normalization constant that ensures 𝑓 + 𝑐 >
0 and �̃� + 𝑐 > 0, and 〈∗〉 refers to the averaging operation. 

The normalized signals 𝑓  and �̂�  were then plugged into 

Equations 1-3 for FWI velocity updating. 

shift

a

b c

L2

W2, c=0.5

W2, c=1.0

W2, c=5.0

L2
L2 I.W.
W2 simple
W2 I.W.
W2 I.W.&A.N.
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The transformation in Equation 4 contains two procedures: 

1) integrating the wavefield (I.W.), which is intuitive since 

integration naturally boosts low frequency that enhances 

convexity, and (2) subtracting the integrated signals and 

matching the subtracted result to a trace with an average 

amplitude of zero, referred to as adaptive normalization 

(A.N.). The reasoning and effect of Equation 4 is illustrated 

in Figure 1. We used two identical Ricker wavelets separated 

by a certain time shift (Figure 1a) as the synthetic and real 

data traces. The 𝑊2  cost function was plotted against the 

time shift. Figure 1b shows that 𝑊2  with simple linear 

normalization loses global convexity, but is still better than 

𝐿2 . In addition, the convexity of 𝑊2  weakens as the 

normalization constant 𝑐  increases. Therefore, we would 

like 𝑐  to be as small as possible while still satisfying the 

positivity requirement. The adaptive normalization step in 

Equation 4 allows us to use a smaller 𝑐 by taking a big chunk 

of energy out of the traces. The benefit from this becomes 

more clear when we consider that real seismic traces contain 

multiple events, with some significantly stronger than 

others. With adaptive normalization, we effectively remove 

the already matched events, which are usually strong, from 

the problem and gradually let the weaker events come into 

play. This allows a smaller 𝑐 value and a boosted convexity. 

Figure 1c shows the overall benefit of Equation 4. We 

observed that integral wavefield improved the convexity for 

both 𝐿2 (from blue to black) and 𝑊2 (from green to yellow), 

and adaptive normalization was able to further improve the 

convexity for the 𝑊2 metric (red). 

In Figure 2 we show a synthetic example to validate our 

method. The simulation was performed on the Marmousi 

model (Figure 2a). A Ricker wavelet peaked at 4 Hz was 

used to generate the synthetic shots, with a fixed-spread 

acquisition geometry covering the model. The inversion was 

carried out at a single frequency of 6 Hz, with a 1D initial 

velocity model 𝑣(𝑧). Inversion results are shown in Figures 

Figure 2: Synthetic tests on Marmousi model: (a) true model; (b) 𝐿2 

inversion; (c) simple 𝑊2  inversion; and (d) 𝑊2  inversion with 

adaptive normalization and integral wavefield. 

2b-d. We can see that the 𝐿2  inversion is severely cycle-

skipped. Simple 𝑊2 inversion alleviated the cycle-skipping 

issue to some extent, while 𝑊2 with integral wavefield and 

adaptive normalization could better recover the model, 

thanks to its superior convexity. In the following sections we 

will refer to 𝑊2 inversion with adaptive normalization and 

integral wavefield as W2FWI. 

Field data examples 

W2FWI for salt update 

The first field data example is from South Keathley Canyon 

in the Gulf of Mexico (GOM). The data was acquired with a 

staggered-vessel configuration, which provided full-azimuth 

coverage for offsets up to 10 km, and long offsets up to 18 

km for certain azimuths. The area contains complex shallow 

salt, which is difficult for conventional 𝐿2-based FWI. The 

initial model to W2FWI was a legacy model (Figures 3a-b), 

which came from the typical model building workflow of 

tomography and salt interpretation. The inversion was 

carried out from 3 to 7 Hz, and the results are shown in 

Figures 3c-d (direct output from W2FWI). We can see that 

W2FWI made significant corrections to the salt geometry, 

and as a result, the RTM image is much improved compared 

to the legacy image, especially for the subsalt events.  

We note that similar results can also be achieved for this data 

set using other methods, e.g., the time-lag FWI (TLFWI) 

approach discussed by Zhang et al. (2018). At first thought, 

it is not immediately clear that these two drastically different 

methods should converge to similar results. Based on our 

current understanding, we believe that both W2FWI and 

TLFWI are able to better handle the two main issues of 

cycle-skipping and amplitude effects than conventional 𝐿2-

based FWI approaches. With these two issues properly 

addressed, the real power of FWI can then kick in and drive 

Figure 3: Field data from South Keathley Canyon: model and RTM 

image of (a)/(b) initial model and (c)/(d) W2FWI. 
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the model to a similar end point that best fits the data and 

improves the subsalt imaging.  

W2FWI with reflection data 

Next we look at a wide-azimuth (WAZ) data set from the 

GOM that has offset coverage up to about 8 km. With a 

limited offset range, diving waves cannot penetrate deep 

enough and we need to rely on reflections to update the deep 

velocity. It is well known that the gradient from reflection 

energy contains a strong migration term that obscures the 

tomographic term, which is much weaker in amplitude but 

more relevant for correcting kinematics. Typical RFWI 

solutions pick out the tomographic term for velocity update 

using a scale separation procedure by either decomposition 

or demigration. In this test, we decided to let W2FWI fully 

drive the inversion and kept the whole gradient as is. The 

results are shown in Figure 4. For comparison purposes, we 

also show the result from the CHF-RFWI solution, which 

uses the image-domain single-iteration least-squares reverse 

time migration (LSRTM) image obtained using curvelet-

domain Hessian filter (CHF) (Wang et al., 2016) as the 

reflectivity (Gomes and Yang, 2018). We see that overall 

W2FWI provided a similar level of improvements to the 

image as CHF-RFWI. We do notice some minor differences 

in the deep section where W2FWI seems to provide 

smoother structures, which could be due to better angle 

resolution of W2FWI because it uses all of the data whereas 

RFWI only uses the reflection energy.  

Figure 5 shows velocity updates from CHF-RFWI and 

W2FWI.  At first look, the two seem to be very different. 

This is actually as expected since W2FWI retains the full 

gradient, so its update contains the strong high-wavenumber 

migration term unlike CHF-RFWI. When we look closer and 

through the migration term, we can see that the long 

wavelength update of W2FWI closely resembles that of 

CHF-RFWI, especially in the depth region between 4 and 9 

km. It is this long wavelength component that made the 

major contribution to the image improvement. 

The high-wavenumber migration term in the W2FWI update 

served two purposes. First, it acted as the reflectors 

necessary for generating reflections in the synthetic data. 

Second, it was a “garbage collector” that absorbed any misfit 

between real and synthetic data that could not be attributed 

to velocity errors. The latter made us suspect that caution 

needs to be exercised when trying to directly interpret high-

resolution FWI models (Lu, 2016; Shen et al., 2018; Wang 

et al., 2019). 

Conclusions 

We presented a new FWI method based on the 𝑊2 metric 

with adaptive normalization and integral wavefield. The 

effectiveness of this method was demonstrated with 

synthetic and field data examples. With the ability to better 

handle cycle-skipping and amplitude effects, this method 

can tackle challenging FWI problems, such as resolving 

complex salt geometries. In addition, the new method can 

naturally take advantage of the tomographic term from 

reflection data. Combining our learnings with knowledge 

from other successful FWI methods, we conclude that as 

long as the main issues with FWI are properly addressed, 

different methods can all reach a similar point of success. 

Therefore, we believe that after years of diverging efforts, 

the fundamentals of FWI research are starting to converge. 
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Figure 4: Field data from GOM: model and RTM image of (a)/(b) 

initial model, (c)/(d) W2FWI, and (e)/(f) RFWI with reflectivity 

from curvelet-domain single-iteration LSRTM image. 

Figure 5: Field data from GOM: velocity update from (a) CHF-

RFWI and (b) W2FWI.  
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